Transmission temperature can be monitored in the hot transmission line, but installing a sender directly into the line is difficult. Installing the sender on the transmission line allows you to obtain a quick and accurate indication of transmission temperature. You can install any 1/8 NPT temperature sender in your adapter.

Installation:

Clean the hot transmission line (forward line) in an area as close to the transmission as possible with Scotch Brite or a similar cleaner. On some older trucks, the transmission lines are painted steel; on those we recommend removing the paint in the area the adapter will be installed. The AcuTemp is installed over the transmission line. We recommend using anti-seize compound between the line and adapter to prevent corrosion and promote heat transfer between the line and the sender.

Secure the adapter with the stainless steel clamp provided. Attach your sending unit wire, and test drive.

**Experience has shown that with the temperature readings from a gauge hooked to the AcuTemp adapter versus the temperature reading from an infrared temperature gauge, the AcuTemp/Gauge reads 5° to 10° cooler.**